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Betsy Helps Corporations, Franchises & 
Associations Improve Leadership, Increase 

Performance & Manage Change.

ALL PROGRAMS CAN BE DELIVERED LIVE OR VIRTUALLY!



Featured on FOX, CBS, ABC, NBC & TEDx, Betsy Allen-Manning is founder of the 
consulting firm, Motiv8u Enterprises, and is a top-rated keynote speaker; known for 
inspiring people with her story of going from failure...to worldwide singer...to global 
impactor. With an expertise in human behavior and experience working as a 
manager for Disney & 5-star hotels, Betsy is honored to have trained over 7,500 
leaders & teams for small businesses, franchises & associations, to multi-billion 
dollar corporations, such as Toshiba, Fidelity, Six Flags & The U.S. Dept. of Defense. 
An author of 3 books, Betsy’s mission is to develop the 'Impact Leader' in everyone, 
so they can live a more successful & significant life.                          

www.BetsyAllenManning.com

Betsy’s Bio

https://betsyallenmanning.com


LIVE & VIRTUAL 
KEYNOTES, 

BREAKOUTS & 
WORKSHOP 

PRESENTATIONS



With change comes many challenges. Team members start operating out of fear, which turns into loss of focus, 
lower productivity, conflict, and disengagement; which eventually results in profits taking a hit. Leaders need to be 
equipped with the #1 skill required to help their teams navigate through changes effectively…the ability to ‘pivot’. 
In this presentation, Betsy shares her research, as well as experience of managing change for multi-billion dollar 
corporations. You’ll discover why some leaders fail through change, and others succeed; and you will walk away 
with a 6 step strategy to communicate your change effectively, generate higher levels of innovation and buy-in, 
reduce the conflict that comes with change, and reshape your culture for a positive and successful team moving 

forward.  

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Learn Betsy’s ‘Communicate Change Technique’ for conveying new changes, addressing fears, and setting 
behavioral and performance expectations. 

• Discover the ‘6 Keys of Leading Through Change’, and utilize strategies to prep your team for success in the new 
normal. 

•  Understand the psychology of change and discover how different personalities will react, what causes people 
to lose emotional control, and how to keep them focused on future results.  

• Anticipate potential conflict that change can bring, and learn a method for resolving issues immediately. 

• Provide collaboration opportunities that increase innovation, engagement & morale during downtimes.

Leaders Pivot, Not Panic 
6 Keys To Help Your Team Buy Into Change, Adapt Quickly & Innovate For Future Success



Today's workforce requires a different type of leader. From CEO's to supervisors, studies show that 
underdeveloped leaders are costing your company in productivity, key employees, and profits. Leaders need to 

own their role fully equipped to communicate their vision, influence people to get on board with it, inspire them 
to take action, and develop future leaders in the process. Based on Betsy’s TEDx talk, this presentation gives you 

the blueprint for being a leader with confidence, credibility, influence, respect & most importantly...IMPACT. Betsy 
Allen-Manning has dedicated her life and research to understanding the strategies high-impact leaders use to 

become more effective, successful & impactful. With Betsy’s ‘3Q Leadership Blueprint’, you will walk away fully 
equipped to make your mark, while leading your team successfully into the future. 

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Develop the #1 skill needed to build successful relationships & engaged teams in today’s tech-focused world. 

• Discover Betsy’s ‘3Q Leadership Blueprint’ for improving communication, influence, performance & trust. 

• Learn how to develop a team of MVPs to see an increase in collaboration, productivity & morale. 

• Understand the psychology behind motivation and use it to build accountability, eliminate burnout & develop 
future leaders.  

• Avoid the top communication mistakes leaders make that cause mistrust, conflict & misunderstandings.

Impact Leadership  
Master 3 Strategies To Increase Your Influence, Improve Motivation, Develop Future Leaders & Leave a Legacy



Have you ever felt like you’re unable to build trust with certain types of people? Do you ever find it difficult to 
keep someone’s attention? Do you ever feel misunderstood and you’re not sure why? Studies show that over 60% 
of the time people become stressed out, misunderstand others, or lose interest altogether during conversations. 
Why? Because communication is NOT one size fits all, and in this program, Betsy shares 4 scientifically-proven 

barriers to effective communication and gives you immediate strategies to connect people to your message, 
become more influential, communicate with confidence & get better results with others. 

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Discover scientifically-proven strategies to captivate someone’s attention, let your voice be heard & influence 
outcomes. 

• Avoid misunderstandings, improve collaboration & prevent conflict by understanding the ‘4 Barriers to Effective 
Communication™’. 

• Get quick hacks for quickly building rapport, gaining someone’s trust & dealing with difficult people. 

• Determine someone’s preferred communication style fast so you can adapt to be more productive, build better 
relationships & improve results with them. 

• Increase sales and customer reviews by creating a positive experience that leaves a lasting impression.

Impactful Communicators 
4 Keys To Build Trust, Captivate Listeners, Reduce Conflict & Win With People



We all know deep down what it takes to be successful, but most people struggle with staying committed to daily 
practices, overcoming obstacles, beating procrastination, or they lack the confidence to achieve their next level. 
There are a select few, however, that have broken the mold to reach their full potential. They're known as 'High 

Achievers'. Through Betsy’s research, she’s discovered a 6 step formula they use to become more focused, 
disciplined, and successful. This formula is wired ONLY into the DNA of those who are fully committed to their 

next level in life. This presentation is for you if you're ready to gain momentum, feel more confident, turn 
obstacles into opportunities, follow through with an ALL-IN mentality, and finally CRUSH YOUR GOALS! 

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Discover the 3 types of mentalities people have when setting goals, and how this alone determines your success 
or failure.  

• Utilize the 3 most important time management strategies to remain focused and stay on track. 

• Apply Betsy’s ‘REAP Method™’ for deconstructing your goals so you have a clear path for reaching them. 

• Understand how to tap into your greatest strengths to accelerate your success, and become aware of the blind 
spots that are potentially holding you back. 

• Learn the #1 skill that determines 85% of your success, and the #1 habit you need to break immediately if you 
want a successful outcome.

DNA Of High Achievers 
Develop the Mindset, Discipline, Habits & Game Plan To Reach Your Next Level



Our daily lives are filled with moments of stress which can lead to conflict, burnout & even health issues. When 
people don’t understand their ‘Stress Triggers’, they can end up sabotaging their entire day; losing productivity and 

causing friction in their relationships. Your mental state will either help you thrive through your storms or die 
through your storms. In this presentation, certified human behavior expert, Betsy Allen-Manning, will share her 
proprietary 4 step formula for mastering the type of high-powered thinking that high achievers use to transform 

challenging, stressful and overwhelming moments into opportunities. It’s time to take control of your mental state 
and learn how to be more positive, build better relationships and get better results in life. 

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Identify the most common ‘Stress Traps’ that lead to overwhelm, burnout & conflict. 

• Discover Betsy’s proprietary ’SPIN’ Formula for turning stressful thoughts and circumstances into positive 
thinking, new opportunities and successful results. 

• Learn how different personality styles react to stress & how to tap into your strengths for stronger ’Mental 
Performance’. 

• Develop the habit of using ‘Positive Triggers’ to prevent falling into common stress traps.

Mental Impact 
Master High-Powered Thinking To Conquer Stress, Overwhelm, Burnout & Change



In order to WOW your clients, you need to KNOW your clients. In this program, you will know how to recognize 
your customer’s personalities, preferences, priorities, and peeves so you can serve them in a way that makes them 

like you, trust your suggestions, and walk away feeling amazed by your service. You will learn what prompts 
people to make decisions faster, and how to deal with difficult people in a way that turns them into loyal clients. 
As a human behavior expert and former manager of 5-star hotels, Betsy breaks down the science of personalities, 
and uses humor, stories and LIVE interaction to show you how to create more impactful experiences so people 

buy from you, refer you to others, rave about you online, and want to do business with you again.  

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Discover strategies to establish rapport quickly, build trust and make a unique first impression. 

• Understand the science behind what motivates each personality style to make a decision. 

• Avoid the top mistakes most people make that causes up to 90% of stress, mistrust and will cost you the client’s 
loyalty and the sale. 

• Learn a proven response for turning upset clients into loyal fans. 

• Deliver ‘Bonus Mile Service’ (This is the main difference between 1-5 stars!)

Impactful Service/Sales 
Increase Trust, Loyalty & Sales By Becoming An Expert On Your Clients



Studies show that over 60% of the time people claim to have a bad experience when interacting with others. This 
often results in lower productivity, lack of trust, high turnover, poor customer service, low team morale, and loss 

of sales. In this highly interactive & hilarious presentation, Betsy Allen-Manning takes you through a LIVE 
experience of how different personalities prefer to communicate, connect, be influenced & resolve conflict. As a 
human behavior expert, Betsy breaks down personalities in a humorous and easy way to understand so you can 
operate at your best, influence more successfully, build better relationships, work better with others and get the 

results you want. 

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Increase your emotional intelligence by identifying your strengths for optimal performance and become aware 
of blind spots that are causing you to lose sales, get poor service reviews, or experience conflict with others 

• Understand the science behind our personalities, preferences, and peeves, and leverage it to build successful 
relationships with others. 

• Discover strategies to common communication issues so you can adapt to get better results with people. 

• Learn how each personality style is specifically motivated, and how they prefer to be influenced and make 
decisions.

People Savvy 
Leverage Personality Styles To Improve Relationships, Communication & Business



What do you really want in your life and in business? Are you ready to stop focusing on what you’ve lost, and 
start focusing on a more hopeful future? Studies show that in order to stay positive during a setback, you need to 

let go of what you can’t control, and focus on what you can. This presentation is designed to help you create your 
vision for the future, and help you develop the actions you need to take in order to achieve your best, so that 
once you’re heading uphill again, you can bounce forward to an even better life than before. You’ll learn the 

importance of setting goals in the 7 most crucial areas of life, you’ll get a 5 step strategy for achieving any goal, 
and you will learn how to develop a schedule that sets you up for success. It’s time to dream bigger, develop a 

game plan, overcome today’s biggest challenges and prepare for the life you were born to live! 

Actionable Takeaways: 

• Learn how to use your setbacks as a launching pad for future opportunities. 

• Get Betsy’s ‘Intentional Success Blueprint’ for developing more clarity and achieving faster results. 

• Develop a positive mindset, focus, drive and intention to focus forward, not backwards. 

• Discover strategies for staying productive and innovative during down times. 

• Prioritize your daily schedule with the actions that will lead to your success in the 7 Critical Areas of Life.

Intentional Success (Virtual Only) 
5 Ways To Get Focused, Disciplined, Overcome Obstacles & Bounce Forward To A Better YOU!



LIVE & VIRTUAL  
ORGANIZATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT  
PROGRAMS



Breakouts offered in 60m, 90m, half day & full day sessions. Webinars offered in 45-90m sessions.

CERTIFIED DISC/ EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAMS  
• Disc Dynamics- Raise Your Emotional Intelligence, Improve Communication & Reduce Conflict With Others  
• Dynamic Leadership- Learn to Communicate, Motivate, Coach & Influence Different Personality Styles  
• Dynamic Teams- Proven Strategies to Improve Team Trust, Communication & Collaboration  
• Dynamic Selling- Understand Your Client’s Personality, Preferences, Priority & Peeves To Lead Them To Buy 
• Dynamic Presentations- Secrets For Powerful Presentations That Resonate With Different Personality Styles 

ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS  
• Give Feedback & Handle Conflict More Effectively           • Coaching Skills For Developing Peak Performers  
• Interview Skills For Hiring the Right Candidate                  • Culture & Team Building Development 
• Manage Burnout and Increase Employee Engagement       • Delegation & Negotiation Skills For Leaders 
• Enhancing Customer Service/Experience                           • Team Sales Improvement & Development 
• Lead Effective Meetings, Training & Presentation Skills      • Leaving Your Leadership Legacy  
• Make a Smooth Transition From Employee To Supervisor   • Decision-Making, Time Management & Strategic 



Clients That Have Been Impacted By Betsy’s Programs

“Betsy’s energy & strategies kept our team on the edge of their 
seats all day! Betsy structured the day beautifully with real life 

scenarios, takeaways, impactful stories and even utilized 
gamification to lock in the skills taught.” 

-Brittany | Director of Learning & Development, Orangetheory Fitness

“Betsy was OUTSTANDING! She was vibrant, infectious and 
engaged the audience right from the start, and had them 

throughout the entire presentation! The way she got everyone 
out of their seats was a remarkable thing to see.” 

-Pamela & Kevin | President & Vice President, New Horizons

“I’ve never seen CEO’s so engaged at the end of a conference. 
Betsy was a constant professional throughout our entire 

experience with her, and it was obvious in her presentation that 
she did her research on our group.” 

-Maggie | Meeting Planner, Texas Electric Co-op

“The speaker evaluations were glowing! Betsy exceeded our 
expectations! Her material was relevant to our current business 

needs, and her presentation was interactive, engaging, 
thorough and FUN! 

-Aliana | Event Organizer, SW Administrative Professionals Conference



7 Ways You Can Use Betsy At Your Event/Training

Keynote Speaker

Event Emcee

Breakout Session / Workshop

Webinars / Virtual Speaking

Leadership Development

Panel Moderator

Facilitate Executive Round Tables



Additional Information

• Click here for Speaker Reel. 

• Ask about Betsy’s bulk book discount. (Includes a meet & greet book signing and 
photo with Betsy!) 

• A/V Requirements: Client to provide projector & screen(s). Betsy presents from 
her Mac laptop and will provide appropriate adapters. Wireless lavaliere 
preferred. 

• Betsy travels from Dallas, TX. (DFW Airport)

https://youtu.be/JMZJdiOzlaI


YOU GET MORE THAN A ONE-OFF PROGRAM WHEN YOU HIRE BETSY 
BETSY’S HIGH-IMPACT LIVE & VIRTUAL PROGRAMS INCLUDE:

INSTANT IMPACT PACKAGE

• Pre-event customization 
call with Betsy & your key 
leaders. 

• Pre-event video to 
promote topic,  generate 
higher levels of 
attendance & attract 
sponsors. 

• Presentation on your 
choice of topic, tailored 
to your group, with 
industry research, original 
stories & company 
terminology. 

• Post-event video for 
attendees on how to 
implement strategies 
learned at the event.  

• Discount on bulk books 
for your attendees as a 
giveaway or followup.

NEXT-LEVEL IMPACT PACKAGE MAXIMUM IMPACT PACKAGE

• Everything included in the 
Instant Impact Package 
plus…. 

• One additional presentation 
of your choice, tailored to 
your group, with industry 
research, original stories & 
company terminology. 

• Twelve month video series 
on topics presented, as well 
as additional personal 
development on success, 
mindset, leadership, 
communication, service, 
resilience, team building 
and more! 

• 100 complimentary books 
for your attendees as a 
giveaway or followup. 

• Everything included in the 
Next-Level Impact Package 
plus…. 

• Two Half-Day programs or 
One Full-Day program on 
the topic of your choice: 
Leadership Development, 
Team-Building, DISC, Sales 
Presentations, Customer 
Experience, Communication 
Strategies, Intentional 
Success & Leading Through 
Change. 

• An executive round table 
facilitated by Betsy to 
discuss current industry 
challenges as a leader, & 
receive strategies to pivot & 
move forward successfully. 

BOOK BETSY TO PRESENT AT YOUR NEXT EVENT OR VIRTUAL MEETING!
WWW.BETSYALLENMANNING.COM 

LEGACY PACKAGE

• 12 Month Leadership 
Program… 

• Betsy works with your 
key leaders to create a 
12 Month leadership 
program for your 
organization, franchise or 
association. 

Includes: 
• Strategy Day with Betsy 

& key leaders to discuss 
program elements & 
delivery methods. 

• Monthly workshops/
webinars covering topics 
from Betsy’s ‘3Q 
Leadership Blueprint.’ 

• 1-1 and group coaching 
for executive leaders. 

• Betsy’s ‘Ready-Set-Lead’ 
Keynote presentation to 
kick off the program.



Book Betsy To Speak At Your Next Event! 
972-556-5244 | www.BetsyAllenManning.com | betsy@betsyallenmanning.com

Betsy Speaks To Corporations, Franchises & Associations Across Many Industries

Faith-Based EventsCollege & Youth Events

Healthcare/Fitness/InsuranceRestaurant/Hotel Finance/Real Estate

Manufacturing/Automotive State & Federal Government

Women’s Events


